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Abstract: The current study re-investigates the link between renewable power utilization, 29 

financial advancements, urbanization and carbon emanations by applying the newly introduced 30 

quantile autoregressive distributed lag (QARDL) method proposed by Cho et al. (2015) in 31 

Chinese economy. The framework is assessed utilizing quarterly data during the time span of 32 

1970Q1-2017Q4. The outcomes confirm that the association between the variable is quantile-33 

dependent, which may uncover ambiguous outcomes in the previous research using out-dated 34 

estimations that mainly focus on the mean. The outcomes of Wald-test further confirmed the 35 

parameter constancy for China. Interestingly, we have found that on the one hand, renewable 36 

energy utilization helps in declining the CO2 emanations, and on the other hand, financial 37 

advancement and urbanization augments the CO2 emanations. Moreover, the causality analysis 38 

results divulge the existence of bidirectional causal associations between (a) renewable power 39 

and Carbon emanations, (b) financial advancements and Carbon emanations, and (c) 40 

urbanization and Carbon emanations. The findings recommended that government 41 

enforcement of renewable energy implementation should entail the introduction of cleaner 42 

production processes across the industries, so the level of environmental awareness helps the 43 

citizens in identifying the ecologically sustainable utilization patterns.  44 

Keywords: Renewable energy, financial advancement, QARDL, China. 45 
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1. Introduction 47 

In the era of industrialization, ascertaining sustainable development is gradually proving out to 48 

be one of the major problems being faced by the nations. There are several reasons behind such 49 

a claim, and these reasons can be attributed to the drivers of industrialization. The Paris Climate 50 

change summit focused on these issues, while the recent Sustainable Development Goals 51 

(SDG) Report 20181 has stressed on these issues, for which the South Asian countries are 52 

gradually turning out to be laggards in attaining the SDG objectives. Policymakers in these 53 

nations are majorly interested in achieving economic growth, even at the cost of the socio-54 

ecological balance (Sinha et al., 2019, 2020). Therefore, prevailing policies in these nations let 55 

industrialization to exert negative externality on the social and ecological balance, and thereby 56 

causing harm to the basis of sustainable development itself. Among these South Asian nations, 57 

China is the fastest growing economy, and because of its policy-level innovations, they are 58 

gradually gaining prominence in the global politico-economic scenario. As on 2018, the GDP 59 

growth rate of China is nearly 6.60 per cent, which is more than the double of the global 60 

average. This economic growth has been achieved through endogenous and exogenous 61 

innovations, which might have been catalyzed by the financial mobilization. Now, owing to 62 

this rise in the occupational prospects, Chinese cities have started experiencing a migration of 63 

labor force from rural areas to urban areas. Once this urbanization has set in, the Chinese cities 64 

have started facing issues regarding the pressure on urban infrastructure (Hsu, 2016). One of 65 

the major problems in this regard is the formation of shadow cities in the form of slum areas, 66 

and thereby, aggravating the pressure on the urban infrastructure (Jennings, 2018). Owing to 67 

the unsustainable usage of energy sources, these regions generate considerable amount of CO2 68 

emissions from firewood and coal. Moreover, influx of population in urban centers gradually 69 

enhances the energy demand and vehicular congestion, which also amplify the CO2 emissions 70 

of China. UNDP (2012) already recognized this to be one of the major emerging problems in 71 

the Asia-Pacific countries, and this is turning out to be one of the major problems being faced 72 

by China in the recent years. China holds the highest percentage in terms of the global CO2 73 

emissions in 2018 (World Bank, 2018), and this might create hindrance in the process of 74 

sustainable development of the nation. 75 

While talking about the sustainable development, it is essential to discuss about the 76 

SDGs, which the nations around the globe need to comply by 2030. Owing to the classic trade-77 

off between growth and development, South Asian nations are facing predicaments in the way 78 

to implement the SDG objectives, and China is no exception to that. Owing to the 79 

industrialization fuelled by financial development by means of credit channeling, and 80 

urbanization owing to centralization of vocational opportunities in urban centers, China is 81 

suffering from carbon emissions. In either of the conditions, the CO2 emissions are being 82 

caused by continuing reliance on the fossil fuel-based energy solutions. In order to attain a 83 

sustainable development, it might not be a pertinent solution, as according to the “Limits to 84 

Growth” approach by the Club of Rome, unceasing reliance on fossil fuel-based solutions for 85 

achieving economic growth can create a caveat on the growth trajectory (Meadows, 1974). 86 

Therefore, the nations around the globe are in the pursuit of alternate energy solutions, so that 87 

not only the rising energy demand can be fulfilled, but also the ecological quality can be 88 

sustained. Perhaps, owing to this particular reason, China is trying to increase the share of 89 

renewable energy solutions in its energy mix. 90 

However, there lies the issue of policy level misalignment in China, because of which 91 

the full potential of renewable energy solutions are not being achieved by the citizens, and the 92 

level of ambient air pollution in the form of CO2 emissions is rising. This issue can be attributed 93 

                                                             
1 https://www.un.org/development/desa/publications/the-sustainable-development-goals-report-2018.html  
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to the policy level problems regarding the alignment of the energy and urban development 94 

policies, along with the industrial and banking policies. As the CO2 emissions in China can be 95 

considered a consequence of the industrial development trajectory, the role of financial 96 

development can never be ignored, as easy availability of credit is a boost for industrial 97 

development. Once this misalignment is in place, it is difficult for the policymakers to assure 98 

the availability of cost-effective green energy solution to the citizens (SDG 7), salvation of the 99 

ecological quality (SDG 13), and finally, maintaining a holistic well-being by means of creating 100 

vocational opportunities and thereafter, economic growth (SDG 8). Now, in order to fulfill this 101 

policy-level gap prevailing in China, it is required to understand the nature of associative 102 

movement between CO2 emissions, urbanization, financial development, and renewable energy 103 

consumption. There lies the focus of the present study. 104 

The present study analyses the association between CO2 emissions, urbanization, 105 

financial development, and renewable energy consumption for China over the period of 1990-106 

2017. Through this analysis, it is intended to address the policy level gap prevailing in China, 107 

so that a comprehensive policy framework can be designed by encompassing the SDG 108 

objectives to be addressed by China. As the policy framework to be suggested is targeted at the 109 

demand and supply sides of the industrialization, therefore, the associated SDG objectives need 110 

to be chosen carefully. The present study is aimed at designing a policy framework to address 111 

the SDG objectives, following which the allied energy and urban development policies will be 112 

aligned accordingly. Though the literature of energy and environmental economics has looked 113 

into this association at various temporal and contextual domains, the aspect of policy design 114 

for ascertaining sustainable development has been ignored largely, and there lies the 115 

contribution of the study. Designing a multipronged SDG framework for sustaining the 116 

industrial growth pattern is the first contribution of the study from the policy-designing 117 

perspective. 118 

Apart from the contribution in the policy design front, this study also sheds light into 119 

the association from a methodological perspective. In the literature, this association has been 120 

visualized from a linear perspective, while considering model parameters at their respective 121 

medians. As the complexity in the global scenario is undergoing a transformation, it might be 122 

possible that different levels of one model parameter can have differential impacts on the 123 

different levels of the other model parameter. Moreover, because of the complexity of the 124 

global socio-economic and geo-political scenario, it might be assumed that the hypothesized 125 

association among the CO2 emissions, urbanization, financial development, and renewable 126 

energy consumption in China might be non-linear. This non-linearity in the associative 127 

movement among the parameters should be analyzed over both short run and long run period, 128 

and this associate movement needs to be analyzed across the numeric spectrum of the model 129 

parameters. This purpose has been fulfilled by the application of Quantile Autoregressive 130 

Distributed Lags (QARDL) method introduced by Cho et al. (2015). By applying the QARDL 131 

method, this paper checks the constancy of the long-haul connection over the quantiles and 132 

gives a versatile econometric view of the nonlinear behaviors at numerous central distributions. 133 

Contrasted with the basic ARDL method, the QARDL methods have the benefit of presenting 134 

potential asymmetries in the various levels of carbon emanations. In addition, the QARDL 135 

method is better than other nonlinear models, for instance, the Nonlinear-ARDL method, 136 

introduced by Shin et al. (2011), in which nonlinearity is exogenously described as the limit is 137 

set to zero as an alternative of being directed by an information-driven strategy. This 138 

methodological adaptation has brought forth the second contribution of the study. 139 

The remainder of the paper is organized as pursues. Segment 2 quickly reviews the 140 

literature. Segment 3 clarifies the methodology and econometric detail. Segment 4 displays the 141 
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data; while empirical results and interpretation are presented in Section 5, whereas conclusion 142 

and policy implications are shown in Section 6. 143 

2. Review of literature 144 

 145 

2.1. Nexus between financial development and carbon emanations 146 

The process of advancements is beneficial or exerting positive effects on country’s economic 147 

and financial stability, however, often criticized for generating ecological pressures. In this 148 

regard, Tang and Tan (2014) also examined the link of financial development (FD) in the form 149 

of foreign investment with environmental degradation. Studying the Malaysian economy 150 

between 1972 and 2009, the findings established that FD is positively linked to carbon 151 

emanation in Malaysia. This implied that expansion in foreign investment led to augment 152 

ecological degradation in the country. Using the panel approach, Zhang (2011) also explored 153 

the link between FD and environmental degradation in a panel of 24 emerging economies 154 

between 1980 and 2009. The empirical findings, similar to Tang and Tan (2014), established 155 

that rise in FD enhanced degradation in developing economies in the sampled period. Similar 156 

empirical evidence was found in the study of Shahzad et al. (2017) while examining the 157 

economy of Pakistan from the period of 1971 to 2011.  158 

Conversely, Tamazian and Rao (2010) analyzed the connection between FD and carbon 159 

emanation for a panel of 24 developing economies from 1993 to 2004. The empirical results 160 

reported that FD is vital to influence carbon intensity. Nevertheless, unlike Tang and Tan 161 

(2014), the study revealed that rise in FD led to decline degradation by reducing carbon 162 

intensity in the studied developing economies. Similarly, Jalil and Feridun (2011) also 163 

investigated the connection between FD and environmental degradation in China from 1953 to 164 

2006. Applying the measure of carbon dioxide emanation to reflect degradation, the study 165 

found that FD reduced the environmental pressures in Chinese economy. Moreover, Shahbaz 166 

et al. (2013) also studied the linkage between FD and environmental degradation in Indonesia 167 

from 1975 to 2011. Using the measure of carbon emanations to reflect degradation, the study 168 

reported that FD declined ecological burden by declining carbon emanation in Indonesian 169 

economy. Likewise, In Turkey, Salahuddin et al. (2018) analyzed the relationship of FD with 170 

carbon emanation from 1980 to 2013. For performing empirical estimation, the study used the 171 

method of ARDL analysis. The outcome of the investigation reported that FD persisted positive 172 

effects on carbon emanations. Consisting findings were also reported in the study of Saidi and 173 

Mbarek (2017) while examining the panel of nineteen developing nations from 1990 to 2013. 174 

2.2. Nexus between urbanization and carbon emanations 175 

The expansion of urban land and infrastructure is notably linked to improved economic 176 

development by carrying several positive effects in the form of improved living standards, 177 

convenience, efficiency, employment, and opportunities. On the other hand, urban 178 

development is often criticized for enhancing ecological burdens in the form of higher power 179 

consumption, resource depletion and excess commercialization (Maiti and Agrawal, 2005; 180 

Sinha et al., 2017). With the objective of testing the empirical link among urbanization and 181 

ecological degradation, Al-Mulali and Ozturk (2015) analyzed the association among the 182 

variables from 1996 to 2012. In order to perform empirical investigation, the investigation 183 

carried panel estimation for 14 MENA economies utilizing the methods of FMOLS. The 184 

empirical evidence found the vital role of urbanization in altering environmental stability. 185 

Particularly, the findings of the investigation study reported that urbanization augmented 186 
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ecological burden of the sampled countries by carrying positive association with carbon 187 

emanations. Moreover, Liddle (2014) also studied the link between population and 188 

urbanization. Consistent with Al-Mulali and Ozturk (2015), the outcomes reported that 189 

Urbanization led to enhance ecological pressures by increasing carbon emanation. 190 

In another investigation, Zhang et al. (2014) also studied the role of urbanization in 191 

affecting environmental stability in China from 1978 to 2011. The findings of empirical 192 

estimation also suggested the positive link between urban development and carbon emanations 193 

in China. Moreover, Wang et al. (2016) also analyzed the connection between urban growth 194 

and ecological degradation in top ASEAN countries from 1980 to 2009. For empirical 195 

estimations, the authors applied the methods of FMOLS. The outcomes of the empirical 196 

investigation reported that urban development is significant to augment ecological 197 

deterioration indicating that rise in urbanization enhance carbon emanation in ASEAN 198 

economies. Moreover, Al-Mulali et al. (2012) also explored the contribution of urbanization in 199 

leading ecological degradation from 1980 to 2008. Using the panel of global economies, the 200 

study applied the method of FMOLS to investigate the presence of empirical link. Similar to 201 

Wang et al. (2016), the empirical results reported the significant relationship among the 202 

variables. Particularly, the outcomes found that urbanization increased carbon discharge in 203 

eighty-four percent of the studied economies. More recently, Shahbaz et al. (2019) analyzed 204 

the dynamic connection between urban growth and ecological degradation in Vietnam. For 205 

this, the authors studied the economy from the period of 1974 to 2016. The findings of the 206 

empirical results established that urban development does not influence carbon emanation in 207 

short run. As for long run estimations, the empirical evidence reported contradictory findings. 208 

Unlike, Al-Mulali and Ozturk (2015), Zhang et al. (2014) and Al-Mulali et al. (2012), the 209 

outcomes of the study established the negative association between urban development and 210 

carbon emanations. This implied that expansion in urbanization led to decline environmental 211 

quality in Vietnam by enhancing the levels of carbon emanations. Finally, the study found the 212 

feedback causal link between urban development and environmental degradation in the 213 

country.  214 

2.3. Nexus between renewable energy and carbon emanations 215 

The relationship of green energy with greenhouse gases is notable for providing solutions to 216 

environmental degradation. In this regard, many studies focused on the potentials of renewable 217 

energy to decline the levels of carbon emanations. Among them, Dogan and Seker (2016a) 218 

explored the dynamic connection between the variables in top renewable consumed economies 219 

from 1985 to 2011. Utilizing heterogeneous panel approach, the outcome reported the 220 

significant link between renewable energy utilization and carbon emanation. Specifically, the 221 

findings reported that rise in the usage of renewable power assisted to reduce carbon levels in 222 

the sampled economies. In another similar study, Dogan and Seker (2016b) examined the link 223 

between renewable and non-renewable power to influence toxic emanations in the form of 224 

carbon emanation in the European economies. Using the data of thirty-three years, the results 225 

established that renewable power utilization is potential to decline carbon emanation in the 226 

European countries. On the other hand, the findings stated that non-renewable power enhanced 227 

the carbon intensity in the sampled economies.  228 

In another Panel investigation, Apergis and Payne (2015) investigated the connection between 229 

renewable power and carbon emanation from 1980 to 2010 in eleven South American 230 

economies. The outcomes of the study found the bi-directional association between renewable 231 

energy and carbon emanation in the sampled countries. Moreover, Bilgili et al. (2016) analyzed 232 
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the association between renewable energy utilization and carbon emanations in seventeen 233 

OECD nations from 1977 to 2010. Similar to Dogan and Seker (2016a), the findings of the 234 

investigation, applying the methods of FMOLS and DOLS approaches, stated that renewable 235 

power is significant to decline carbon emanation in the sampled countries. More recently, 236 

Sharif et al. (2019) examined the association of renewable and non-renewable power with 237 

greenhouse gas emanation in the panel of seventy-four countries from 1990 to 2015. The 238 

outcomes of empirical investigation using heterogeneous Panel Approach revealed that 239 

renewable power is significant to reduce ecological degradation in the studied sample. Shahbaz 240 

and Sinha (2019) have provided a detailed review on this aspect. 241 

3. Methodology 242 

3.1. Quantile autoregressive unit root test 243 

The quantile autoregressive unit root test is employed by researchers to test the stationary 244 

properties of the series in term of their conditional means and the conditional distribution of 245 

the quantile.  The Quantile Auto-Regressive (QAR) unit root test is an advanced form of unit 246 

root test considered by Koenker and Xiao (2004) and modified by Galvao (2009) by including 247 

linear time and covariates into the model. To model Quantile Auto-Regressive (QAR) unit root, 248 

Yt denoted as the strict stationary with a past information set !"
# = (&"'(,………&"'+

. ).	)01+.	 249 

The study assumes 2#(./!"
#) as the conditional distribution function of &4 given !"

#. The QAR 250 

unit root is estimated based on linear QR stated as thus: 251 

 252 

According to Galvao (2009) and Koenker and Xiao (2004) estimated t-statistics for 253 

different quantiles 567 to examine the null hypothesis 89:	;	(5) 	= 	1 and Quantile Auto-254 

Regressive QAR model followed t-statistics. 255 

3.2. Quantile ARDL model 256 

In order to examine the cointegration (long-run association) among renewable energy, financial 257 

advancement, urbanization for CO2 emanation in China across different quantiles, this study 258 

employed the newly developed Quantile ARDL model developed by Cho et al. (2015). The 259 

rationale behind the QARDL model is that it tests the quantile long-run equilibrium influence 260 

of renewable energy, financial advancement on CO2 emanations. As stated earlier, the QARDL 261 

model allows us to investigate the long-term equilibrium impact of renewable energy, 262 

urbanization as well as financial advancement on CO2 Emanation along for different quantiles. 263 

Further, the Wald test allows us to examine the time-varying integration association among the 264 

variables used, in which the constancy of integrating coefficients across the quantiles can be 265 

checked. Given a linear ARDL model, we specified our model as follows: 266 

 267 

Note that =" is the error term which is defined as >?2" - E[>?2"/C('(],	with C('( 268 

being the smallest E −	field generated by 269 

{>?2",1G",2H", =1I" , >?2"'(	, 1G"'(, 2H"'(, =1I"'(…} and p, q, m, and n are lag orders. 270 

>?2",1G",2H", =1I" represent CO2 emanation, renewable energy, financial advancement, and 271 

!"
# 	(#&

.
.
\)&
# = +,(-) + 02(-)&+	∝ (-)#&−1

. +	∑ ∝6 (-)#,−7
.8

7=1 +	90
−1(-)

		   (1) 

!"2$ = &	 + ∑ *+!"2$−+
-
+=1 + ∑ ∅+01$−+

2
+=0 	+ 	∑ 4+56$−+

7
+=0 	+ 	∑ 8+90:$−+

;
+=0 	+ 9$  (2) 
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urbanization in China, respectively, at a particular period. We then extended Eq. (2) to a 272 

quantile context to the following form of the QARDL model: 273 

 274 

Where ="(5) = >?2" −	J"KLMN(5 /C('() (see Kim & white, 2003), and 0 < 5 < 1 is the 275 

quantile. Note: the following set of quantiles could be considered; 5	 ∈276 

{	0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,0.4, 0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8, 0.9	&	0.95}. To guard against any probable serial 277 

correlation in the error term, Eq. (3) could be further generalized as: 278 

 279 

According to Cho et al. (2015), Eq (4) could be re-formulated to give the following 280 

ECM re-parameterization of the QARDL model;  281 

 282 

The cumulative short-run influence of the earlier value of each of the independent 283 

variables on its current value is measured by [∗ = ∑ [^ ,
_'(
^`9  the cumulative short-run impact of 284 

the contemporaneous and previous value of RE, FD, and URB on the current value of CO2 285 

emanation is measured by  ∅ ∗= ∑ ∅^
b'(
^`9 , c ∗= ∑ c^

d'(
^`9  , e ∗= ∑ e^

f'(
^`9 . Similarly, the long 286 

run cointegrating parameter g	is estimated as g	=  
'(h	i	ji	k)

l∗
 such that the rate of convergence  287 

m in Eq (5) is negative and significant. Finally, in order to examine the long-run and short-run 288 

asymmetric impact of renewable energy, financial advancement, and urbanization on CO2 289 

emanations, the study performs the Wald-test to examine the following null hypotheses for the 290 

short-run and long-run asymmetry, respectively: 291 

 292 

3.3. Quantile causality test 293 

To examine the direction of causality between the variables of the study (renewable energy, 294 

financial advancement, urbanization, and carbon dioxide emanation), the following bivariate 295 

VAR(p) model is estimated:   296 

 297 

!"#2% = '()) + ∑ -.())"#2%−.
0
.=1 + ∑ ∅.())34%−.

5
.=0 	+ 	∑ 8.())9:%−.

;
.=0 	+

	∑ <.())=3>%−.
?
.=0 	+ =%())         (3) 

!∆#$2& = ((*) + -.#$2&−0 + 1.23&−0 	+ 	567&−0 +	8.92:&−0 +	∑ <0(*)#$2&−0
=
0=1 +

∑ ∅0(*)23&−0
@
0=0 	+	∑ B0(*)67&−0

C
0=0 	+ 	∑ D0(*)92:&−0

E
0=0 +	9&(*)   (4) 

!∆#$2& = ((*) + -.(*)(#$2&−1 − 1.(*).23&) + -.(*)(#$2&−1 − 1.(*).45&) +

-.(*)(#$2&−1 − 1.(*).627&) +	∑ :;(*)∆#$2&−;
<−1
;=1 + ∑ ∅;(*)∆23&−;

>−1
;=0 	+

	∑ @;(*)∆45&−;
A−1
;=0 +	∑ B;(*)∆627&−;

C−1
;=0 + 6&(*)      (5) 

!0
1 = %(0.05) = %(0.1)= …..	%(0.95) Against the alternative ∃	- ≠

/

%(-)
≠ %(/) 

!0
0 = ∅(0.05) = ∅(0.1)= …..	∅(0.95), etc. Against the alternative ∃	- ≠

/

∅(-)
≠ ∅(/) 

!"2	% = '1 	+ ∑ +,!"2%−,
.
,=1 + ∑ ∅,01%−,

.
,=1 	+	∑ 2,34%−,

.
,=1 	+ 	∑ 5,607%−,

.
,=1 	+ 61% (6) 

01	% = '2 	+ ∑ 8,01%−,
.
,=1 +∑ 9,!"2%−,

.
,=1 	+	∑ :,34%−,

.
,=1 	+ 	∑ ;,607%−,

.
,=1 	+ 62% (7) 

34	% = '3 	+ ∑ =,34%−,
.
,=1 + ∑ >,01%−,

.
,=1 	+ 	∑ ℎ,!"2%−,

.
,=1 	+	∑ @,607%−,

.
,=1 	+ 63% (8) 

607	% = '4 	+ ∑ B,607%−,
.
,=1 +∑ C,!"2%−,

.
,=1 	+	∑ .,01%−,

.
,=1 	+ 	∑ D,34%−,

.
,=1 + 64%  (9)   
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Where, =(, =M, =n, =o,		are serially uncorrelated and Equation (6), (7), (8), and (9) and those 298 

of quantile causality test running from the independent variables to the dependent variable. We 299 

fail to reject the null hypothesis that CO2 emanation does not cause each of the independent 300 

variables if  ∅( = 	∅M =. . . . ∅_ = 0; if  q( = 	qM = ⋯ . q_ = 0., if  s( =	sM = ⋯ .s_ = 0., and 301 

if  t( =	tM = ⋯ .t_ = 0. uv4w	4ℎc4	ey extending the conventional Granger causality test 302 

to a quantile form, CO2 does not Granger cause each of the independent variables at quantile 5 303 

vis – a – vis the available information at a time, t; 	 304 

C( = >?2"'(, >?2"'M,>?2"'n,… ,>?2"'z; 1G"'(, 1G"'M,…,			1G"'z;w4{.	‘If’{|2"/305 

	|"'(, |"'M,	. . . . . |"'_,&"'(, &"'M,...........,			&"'z} 	=		 J" 	{|"/	|"'(, |"'M,	. . . . . |"'_	}	|"'_	} and Y 306 

causes X at the quantile 5  if : J" {|"/	|"'(, |"'M,	. . . . . |"'_,&"'(, &"'M,...........,			&"'z} ≠307 

	J"	{|"/	|"'(, |"'M,	. . . . . |"'_,&"'(, &"'M,...........,			&"'z},  where : J"	{|"/	. } is the 5 quantile of X; 308 

and O < 5	 < 	1.	 The  5 −	quantile causality from X to Y is examined in a similar manner. 309 

4. Data description 310 

In the present study, data for per capita of renewable energy utilization (kg of oil equivalent), 311 

and per capita of carbon dioxide emanation (kilotons of oil equivalent) have been retrieved 312 

from the OECD database. Following Shahbaz and Lean (2012), the current study uses domestic 313 

credit to the private sector as a proxy of financial advancement and urban population as a share 314 

of the total population is the proxy for urbanization. Data for these two variables have been 315 

retrieved from World Development Indicators (World Bank, 2018). In the analysis, we used 316 

quarterly of China spanning from the period of 1970Q1-2017Q4. The study converted the 317 

annual data into quarter frequency utilizing a quadratic match-sum method following Cheng et 318 

al. (2012), Sbia et al. (2014), Shahbaz et al. (2017, 2018), and Sharif et al. (2019). This 319 

procedure allows seasonal deviations to be adjusted by converting the data from low to high 320 

frequency via dropping the point to point data deviations (Sharif et al. 2019; Arain et al. 2019; 321 

Sharif et al. 2020). 322 

Table-1: Descriptive statistics 

Variables Mean Min. Max. Std. Dev. J-B Stats Correlation 

Renewable Energy  51.371 66.813 38.809 5.871 16.337*** -0.793*** 

Financial Advancement 99.789 202.901 36.149 51.193 15.770*** 0.882*** 

Urbanization 22.491 39.317 8.570 8.550 18.177*** 0.969*** 

Carbon Dioxide Emanation 1038.348 2575.319 213.024 788.956 29.868*** - 

Note: *** indicates that variables are significant at 1% level of significance 

Source: Authors’ estimation 

Table-1 reports the descriptive statistics of Renewable Energy, Financial Advancement, 323 

Urbanization, and CO2 Emanation. On a yearly basis, the average Renewable Energy, in China 324 

amounts to 51.371 kilowatt-hour (kWh) which less than the world average, while Financial 325 

Advancement is quite high amounted to 99.789 per firms with a bank loan or line of credit (%), 326 

however, Urbanization is low compared with Financial Advancement and Renewable Energy. 327 

Urbanization amounted to 22.491 percent per total population living in urban areas, and Carbon 328 

Dioxide Emanation is 1038.348 metric tons per capita. CO2 Emanation highest variability as 329 

indicated by the high value of standard deviation. Also, the large standard deviation is observed 330 

from financial advancement. Furthermore, all the four-time series variables are positively 331 

                                                             

2 For simplicity in the equations, Y is occasionally used to represent CO2; X represents each of RE, FD and 

URB  
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skewed, and evidence of excess kurtosis is also shown, this indicates that they have a longer 332 

right and fatter tails than a normal distribution. Therefore, the null hypothesis of the Jarque-333 

Bera (JB) test for normality is rejected. The results of JB test confirm that the data is non-334 

normal indicating a presence of nonlinearity among the variables, so in this case, quantile 335 

estimations are recommended (Troster et al. 2018; Sharif et al. 2019; Mishra et al. 2019).  336 

5. Empirical results and discussion 337 

Before QARDL model is estimated, it is highly imperative to know the order of integration of 338 

the series as it gives validity for modeling QARDL. Therefore, the researcher presents the 339 

Quantile unit root in Table 2. The estimates of persistence and the t-statistics for the null 340 

hypothesis are illustrated from the Quantile Unit Root Test postulated as thus: 89
. : a (τ) = 1 for 341 

Eq. (1) for the grid of 19 quantiles T = {0.05:0.95}. The 10 lags of the endogenous variable are 342 

used to overcome serial correlation. Evident from QARDL unit root showed that renewable 343 

energy, financial advancement, urbanization, and carbon dioxide emanation for different 344 

conditional distribution quantiles have a unit root (i.e., not stationary at level). The results of 345 

the unit root test confirmed that all the variables are showing non-stationary behavior at level 346 

series (Table-2), i.e. renewable energy consumption, financial advancement, urbanization, and 347 

carbon dioxide emanation are non-stationary at the 5% significance level for all the quantiles 348 

of the conditional distribution. All the variables are non-stationary at the high quantiles of the 349 

distribution. Therefore, the null hypothesis of unit root is rejected at the 5% significance level. 350 

Table-2: Results of the Quantile Unit Root test 

Quantiles 
RE FD URB CO2 

α(τ) t-stats C.V α(τ) t-stats C.V α(τ) t-stats C.V α(τ) t-stats C.V 

0.05 0.865 -2.465 -3.038 0.815 -2.152 -2.385 0.823 -1.879 -2.714 0.967 -0.778 -2.498 

0.10 0.899 -1.765 -2.849 0.709 -1.140 -2.385 0.831 -2.515 -2.754 0.932 -0.987 -2.779 

0.15 0.871 -2.330 -3.007 0.742 -0.609 -2.385 0.829 -2.523 -2.765 0.975 -0.572 -2.922 

0.20 0.879 -2.121 -2.960 0.845 -0.468 -2.387 0.830 -2.635 -2.953 0.923 -1.284 -2.977 

0.25 0.839 -2.724 -2.784 0.885 -0.303 -2.385 0.831 -2.282 -3.096 0.863 -1.848 -3.105 

0.30 0.859 -2.564 -2.853 0.884 -0.025 -2.385 0.862 -2.347 -3.042 0.912 -1.249 -3.075 

0.35 0.863 -2.485 -2.865 0.945 1.141 -2.385 0.829 -1.603 -3.104 0.871 -1.662 -3.092 

0.40 0.891 -2.008 -2.861 0.956 1.373 -2.385 0.876 -1.679 -3.154 0.858 -1.720 -3.098 

0.45 0.894 -1.969 -2.561 0.966 1.428 -2.438 0.966 -1.593 -3.240 0.796 -2.300 -3.201 

0.50 0.898 -1.892 -2.710 0.978 1.284 -2.632 0.948 -1.340 -3.155 0.818 -2.023 -3.136 

0.55 0.918 -1.591 -2.602 0.999 1.481 -2.736 0.906 -0.831 -3.026 0.796 -2.052 -2.975 

0.60 0.930 -1.527 -2.385 1.024 2.740 -2.659 0.846 -0.200 -3.135 0.828 -1.788 -2.972 

0.65 0.913 -1.618 -2.385 1.006 2.439 -2.571 0.864 -0.710 -3.054 0.838 -1.803 -2.910 

0.70 0.942 -1.516 -2.444 0.981 1.898 -2.537 0.863 -1.370 -2.983 0.803 -1.908 -2.877 

0.75 0.901 -1.721 -2.463 1.033 1.636 -2.385 0.860 0.017 -2.842 0.789 -2.370 -2.939 

0.80 0.896 -1.846 -2.500 1.059 1.975 -2.480 0.923 0.614 -2.775 0.773 -2.688 -2.850 

0.85 0.850 -2.159 -2.434 1.107 2.919 -2.464 1.035 1.861 -2.692 0.780 -2.479 -2.715 

0.90 0.874 -2.194 -2.385 1.058 2.916 -2.385 1.072 0.435 -2.464 0.739 -2.118 -2.542 

0.95 0.890 -2.082 -2.385 1.104 5.544 -2.385 0.931 0.988 -2.650 0.768 -2.268 -2.385 

 

Notes: The table shows point estimates, t-statistics, and critical values for the 5% significance level. If the t-

statistic is numerically smaller than the critical value, so we reject the null hypothesis of α(τ ) = one at the 5% 

level.    

Source: Author Estimations 
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The evidence from Table-3 showed that the ρ∗ (estimated parameter) is highly 351 

significant, with the expected negative sign at all quantiles, a strong evidence of cointegration 352 

between renewable energy, financial advancement, urbanization, and carbon dioxide 353 

emanation, subsequently the speed of adjustment coefficient ρ∗ for this country is significantly 354 

at all the quantiles (0.05–0.95) and negative, hence having the required negative sign. In 355 

specific, the speed of the adjustment coefficient is -0.253, the negative sign and significance 356 

indicate the stability of the estimated ARDL model, i.e., there is convergence to the long-run 357 

equilibrium. Further, the past variations of CO2 emanations have a positive cumulative and 358 

significant impact on present values of CO2 emanations (0.747), whereas present and past 359 

variations of renewable energy, financial advancement, and urbanization show a positive 360 

cumulative and significant impact on the present level of CO2 emanations. Our result is in line 361 

with those of Pata (2018) and Wang et al. (2018), who found similar results for Turkey and the 362 

G-20 economies, respectively. Moreover, long-run cointegrating coefficient β is significant at 363 

all quantiles (0.05–0.95). However, βRENE(τ) remains positive at the considered low quantiles 364 

to middle quantiles [0.05–0.50] and turn negative after [0.50–0.95]. Conversely, the coefficient 365 

of βFD(τ) and βURB(τ) is positive and significant in all the quantiles [0.05–0.95]. However, 366 

the short-run results confirm the cumulative effect of past variations of CO2 emanations on 367 

their current level is positive and significant at all quantiles. Therefore, it is worth noting that 368 

the lagged variations of CO2 emanations lead to an increase (decrease) of their current level. 369 

The result indicates that renewable energy increases CO2 emanations significantly at 0.05 to 370 

0.50 quantiles. However, it reduces CO2 emanation after middle quantiles in China. 371 

Additionally, the influence of financial advancement variations with time declines CO2 372 

emanations after the middle quantile to high quantiles. Conversely, financial advancement and 373 

urbanization increase CO2 emanation from lower quantile to high quantiles. The model is used 374 

by Zaidi et al. (2019) to investigate the financial advancement and CO2 emanations in Asia 375 

Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) economies. Similarly, the long run connection between 376 

CO2 emanation per capita, financial advancement and renewable energy is established by 377 

Cheng et al. (2019) in the BRICS countries. 378 

The study results for the corresponding Wald tests (Table-4) have shown rejection of 379 

the null of linearity (i.e., parameter constancy) of the speed of adjustment parameter. This 380 

indicates that renewable energy, financial advancement, urbanization, and carbon dioxide 381 

emanation converged to long-run equilibrium in China. It explained 12 percent long-run 382 

equilibrium amid renewable energy, financial advancement, and urbanization to and carbon 383 

dioxide emission. Nevertheless, the study failed to accept the coefficient of constancy 384 

hypothesis across the quantiles for the long run, integrating co-efficient βRENE in China. This 385 

shows the evidence of dynamism in different quantiles in China for the cointegrating parameter 386 

between renewable energy and CO2 emanation. 387 
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 388 

Table-3: Results of Quantile Autoregressive Distributed Lag Model (QARDL) for China 

Quantiles 

(τ) 
α∗(τ) ρ∗(τ) βRENE(τ) βFD(τ) βURB(τ) φ1(τ) ω0(τ) ω1(τ) λ0(τ) λ1(τ) θ0(τ) 

0.05 
-0.137*** 

(0.034) 

-0.253*** 

(0.093) 

0.352*** 

(0.002) 

0.284*** 

(0.013) 

0.826*** 

(0.001) 

1.022*** 

(0.219) 

-0.022*** 

(0.005) 

-0.016*** 

(0.003) 

0.193 

(0.162) 

0.059 

(0.129) 

0.291 

(0.221) 

0.10 
-0.198*** 

(0.065) 
-0.298*** 

(0.077) 
0.319*** 

(0.008) 
0.273*** 

(0.019) 
0.839*** 

(0.004) 
1.068*** 

(0.237) 
-0.022*** 

(0.005) 
-0.006*** 

(0.001) 
0.173 

(0.136) 
0.062 

(0.122) 
0.331 

(0.204) 

0.20 
-0.185*** 

(0.045) 

-0.262*** 

(0.059) 

0.278*** 

(0.012) 

0.253*** 

(0.022) 

0.864*** 

(0.0011) 

1.057*** 

(0.190) 

-0.022*** 

(0.005) 

-0.013*** 

(0.004) 

0.171 

(0.153) 

0.061 

(0.121) 

0.385* 

(0.201) 

0.30 
-0.164** 

(0.079) 

-0.269*** 

(0.064) 

0.253*** 

(0.017) 

0.217*** 

(0.017) 

0.891*** 

(0.0016) 

1.119*** 

(0.179) 

-0.022*** 

(0.005) 

-0.014*** 

(0.004) 

0.158 

(0.166) 

0.061 

(0.117) 

0.423** 

(0.197) 

0.40 
-0.143** 

(0.069) 

-0.273*** 

(0.043) 

0.202*** 

(0.012) 

0.208*** 

(0.009) 

0.912*** 

(0.0021) 

1.172*** 

(0.132) 

-0.026*** 

(0.004) 

-0.014*** 

(0.004) 

0.184 

(0.167) 

0.058 

(0.112) 

0.474** 

(0.185) 

0.50 
-0.179* 

(0.092) 

-0.279*** 

(0.074) 

0.183*** 

(0.002) 

0.197*** 

(0.006) 

0.946*** 

(0.0035) 

1.179*** 

(0.139) 

-0.026*** 

(0.004) 

-0.014*** 

(0.004) 

0.221 

(0.153) 

0.052 

(0.107) 

0.529*** 

(0.178) 

0.60 
-0.202** 

(0.097) 

-0.284*** 

(0.003) 

-0.363*** 

(0.001) 

0.227*** 

(0.003) 

0.978*** 

(0.004) 

1.183*** 

(0.143) 

-0.021*** 

(0.003) 

-0.014*** 

(0.004) 

0.232 

(0.152) 

0.047 

(0.098) 

0.575*** 

(0.171) 

0.70 
-0.263** 

(0.118) 

-0.289*** 

(0.018) 

-0.391*** 

(0.006) 

0.287*** 

(0.013) 

1.045*** 

(0.089) 

1.197*** 

(0.159) 

-0.020*** 

(0.003) 

-0.017*** 

(0.007) 

0.263** 

(0.110) 

0.043 

(0.086) 

0.627*** 

(0.165) 

0.80 
-0.233** 

(0.103) 

-0.291*** 

(0.001) 

-0.451*** 

(0.011) 

0.305*** 

(0.019) 

1.022*** 

(0.077) 

1.125*** 

(0.174) 

-0.027*** 

(0.002) 

-0.024*** 

(0.004) 

0.289*** 

(0.094) 

0.038 

(0.083) 

0.693*** 

(0.142) 

0.90 
-0.275*** 

(0.063) 

-0.297*** 

(0.008) 

-0.571*** 

(0.013) 

0.342*** 

(0.044) 

1.033*** 

(0.063) 

1.212*** 

(0.245) 

-0.029*** 

(0.005) 

-0.029*** 

(0.005) 

0.295*** 

(0.091) 

0.035 

(0.079) 

0.753*** 

(0.112) 

0.95 
-0.269*** 

(0.079) 

-0.301*** 

(0.041) 

-0.631*** 

(0.035) 

0.271*** 

(0.032) 

1.088*** 

(0.137) 

1.247*** 

(0.251) 

-0.032*** 

(0.004) 

-0.027*** 

(0.003) 

0.301*** 

(0.086) 

0.031 

(0.074) 

0.823*** 

(0.092) 

Note: The table showed the outcomes of quantile coefficient. The value shown in the brackets is the value of standard errors. ***, ** and * specify a level of significance at 
the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, correspondingly.  

Source: Author Estimations  
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The outcome established the fact that renewable energy increase should be encouraged 390 

by the Chinese’s government. Indeed, emanations reduction to keep the temperature rise to not 391 

more than average of 2°C and avoiding the most unembellished influence of climate change 392 

can be achieved via the increased deployment of renewable energy efficiency in China. Since 393 

solar power can help reduce CO2 emanations mainly by being a clean and renewable source of 394 

energy. The result is equal to the researcher expectation, since, 2000, China’s energy demand 395 

has grown over the years, but the adoption of all cost-effective measures could limit the growth. 396 

China alone represents 20% of global potential energy efficiency savings. 397 

Furthermore, the null hypothesis across the quantiles of parameter constancy regarding 398 

βFD and βURB is rejected, which indicate that the parameter estimates of financial 399 

advancement and CO2 emanation are different across quantiles. For the long-term impact, the 400 

impact of financial advancement on CO2 emanation is 6.258 percent, which is statistically 401 

significant at 1 per cent, and this establishes the concave-shape connection between financial 402 

advancement and CO2 emanation in China. This segment of the study outcomes extends the 403 

finding of Zhang (2011). The results have shown that during the study period, CO2 emanation 404 

is significantly increased by the advancement in financial development in the long-run in 405 

China. This outcome is imperative from the perspective of environmental sustainability policy 406 

design. Also, the urbanization rate is a significant factor to be considered as our result shows 407 

that it has adverse impact on the environmental sustainability in China. As indicated in Table 408 

3, the urbanization rate explained 10.178 percent increases in CO2 emanation for every 1 409 

percent increase in the urbanization rate in China. For the Chinese provinces, the similar 410 

finding was reported by Wang et al. (2016), which was further validated by the causal 411 

association reported by Ouyang and Lin (2017). The results demonstrate that the portfolio of 412 

existing urban development policies in China is proving to be unsustainable from ecological 413 

perspective. 414 

In order to investigate the association between the determinants of CO2 emanations and 415 

CO2 emanation is presented in the Wald Test (Table-4). As indicated in the Wald test, the null 416 

hypothesis of parameter constancy with regards to the short-run effect of renewable energy, 417 

financial advancement, and urbanization on CO2 emanation is rejected across the quantiles in 418 

China. The study concludes that urbanization, financial advancement, and energy renewable 419 

exert an asymmetric contemporaneous and lagged influence on CO2 emanation in China as 420 

Wald test rejects the null hypothesis of parameter constancy across all quantiles for both lags. 421 

Additionally, the parameter constancy for the one-period lagged influence of CO2 emanations 422 

of their present values’ the null hypothesis is rejected by the Wald test. It can be concluded that 423 

renewable energy, financial advancement, and urbanization determine CO2 emanation in the 424 

short term along all quantiles in China. 425 

Table-4: Results of the Wald Test 

Variables Wald-statistics 

ρ 
12.384*** 

(0.000) 

βRENE 
9.324*** 

(0.000) 

βFD 
6.258*** 

(0.009) 

βURB 
10.178*** 

(0.000) 

φ1 
2.231** 
(0.017) 

ω0 
1.841** 
(0.048) 
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ω1 
0.971 

(0.489) 

λ0 
3.880*** 

(0.000) 

λ1 
0.135 

(0.999) 

θ0 
4.128*** 

(0.000) 
Cumulative short-term effect: 

ω* 
11.362*** 

(0.000) 

λ* 
14.112*** 

(0.000) 
Source: Author Estimations 

By comparing the results of the causality in the mean and quantile causality, Table-5 426 

presents the p values of the quantile Granger causality test among Renewable Energy, Financial 427 

Advancement, Urbanization, and Carbon Dioxide Emanation. Results indicate evidence of 428 

strong causality running from Renewable Energy to CO2 emanations at most of the quantiles 429 

(0.05–0.95). The result indicates bidirectional causality running between renewable energy 430 

consumption and CO2 emanations. This segment of the outcome falls in line with the findings 431 

of Sinha et al. (2018) for the Next 11 economies. Similarly, a feedback effect is also obtained 432 

from Urbanization to CO2 emanations as both variables’ granger causal each other. The result 433 

supports the findings of Wang et al. (2018), who revealed urbanization as a significant variable 434 

that causes CO2 emanation in the G-20 countries. Also, the test outcome in Table 5 showed 435 

evidence of bi-directional causality between financial advancement and CO2 emanations at 436 

(0.05 to 0.95). However, no evidence has been found for feedback between CO2 emanations 437 

and renewable energy at low quantile (0.05) and between financial advancement and CO2 438 

emanations at middle quantile (0.40). Similarly, no feedback effect has been found between 439 

financial advancement and CO2 emanations, and urbanization and CO2 emanations, 440 

respectively, at 0.05 quantile. Finally, no causality has been found between CO2 emanations 441 

and urbanization at middle quantile (0.40). Additionally, CO2 emanation does not cause 442 

financial advancement at middle quantile (0.40). 443 

Table-5 Granger Causality in Quantile Test Results 

Quantiles 

  

ΔRENEt 

↓ 

ΔCO2t 

ΔCO2t 

↓ 

ΔRENEt 

ΔFDt 

↓ 

ΔCO2t 

ΔCO2t 

↓ 

ΔFDt 

ΔURBt 

↓ 

ΔCO2t 

ΔCO2t 

↓ 

ΔURBt 

[0.05-0.95] 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.05 0.000 0.371 0.218 0.484 0.355 0.847 

0.10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.30 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.40 0.113 0.547 0.008 0.161 0.046 0.782 

0.50 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.60 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.70 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.80 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.90 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.95 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Source: Author Estimations 
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The quantile causality approach was used by Troster et al. (2018) to examine the causal 444 

connection among renewable oil prices, energy utilization, and economic performance across 445 

quantiles in the USA. In another study of Cheng et al. (2019) investigates the effects of 446 

determinant variables (renewable energy supply and CO2 emanations per capita) on CO2 447 

emanation and showed the strongest effect of renewable energy supply on CO2 emanations per 448 

capita at the 95th quantile and also, the feedback effect exists between financial advancement 449 

and CO2 emanations was reported by Zaidi et al. (2019) in a sample Asia Pacific Economic 450 

Cooperation (APEC) countries through the role of energy intensity. The study suggests the 451 

lowest negative variation of economic performance, and oil prices Granger cause the variations 452 

in renewable energy utilization. 453 

6. Conclusion and recommendation 454 

By far, the impact of renewable energy utilization, financial advancement, and urbanization on 455 

the CO2 emanations in China has been analyzed. Following a quantile modeling approach, 456 

study outcome have stated that on the one hand, renewable energy utilization helps in reducing 457 

the CO2 emanations, and on the other hand, financial advancement and urbanization augments 458 

the CO2 emanations. The causality analysis results divulge the existence of bidirectional causal 459 

associations between (a) renewable energy utilization and CO2 emanations, (b) financial 460 

advancement and CO2 emanations, and (c) urbanization and CO2 emanations. 461 

Now, when these results are scrutinized from the perspective of policy designing, a 462 

number of insights emerge. China is one of the advanced economies in the world, and it is 463 

characterized by rapid industrialization. When industrialization sets in, the nation grows along 464 

with the organizations in the industrial ecosystem, and in order to sustain the growth, monetary 465 

mechanisms are designed accordingly. In this pursuit, the bank and other financial institutions 466 

in the nation strive to make the credits easily accessible to the organizations, so that they can 467 

utilize the fund for expansion and acquire of other projects. Needless to say, these growth 468 

opportunities lead to the formation of new urban centers around the nation, and emerging 469 

vocational opportunities attract the rural populace towards these urban centers. This movement 470 

goes beyond the urban centers, and shadow cities are formed around those urban centers, in the 471 

form of slums. This not only exerts pressure on the existing urban infrastructure, but also 472 

creates problems of energy efficiency, environmental degradation, and social issues. Mounting 473 

of these problems starts appearing to be barriers in the very way of implementing sustainable 474 

advancement goals in the nation. Therefore, the policy designs should incorporate these issues, 475 

and only then the growth will be inclusive and sustainable. In this context, we need to revisit 476 

the results of the causality tests. We have seen that one direction of causality runs from financial 477 

advancement and urbanization to CO2 emanations. The sustainability of any nation depends on 478 

the other side of the causality, as it reflects the negative externalities exerted by the ambient air 479 

pollution on the growth drivers, and that is the reason, sound policy design should incorporate 480 

the bi-directionality of associations among the model parameters (Zafar et al., 2019). 481 

When the industrialization rises, urbanization also rises, and this creates a high demand 482 

for energy. If the nation tries to rely on traditional fossil fuel-based solutions, then the problem 483 

of ambient air pollution and other environmental degradation will aggravate. In order to tackle 484 

this situation, the policymakers should advise the implementation of renewable energy 485 

solutions. However, owing to the high cost of implementation, an overnight shift to cleaner 486 

production processes might not be possible, as it might have a negative consequence on the 487 

economic growth pattern. Therefore, policymakers should think of phase-wise solutions. 488 

During the first phase, the renewable energy solution should be provided to the industries 489 

against credit from banks and other financial institutions, and the poor households should be 490 

provided at a pro-rata rate from the local municipal bodies, with an interest rate holiday for 491 
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three years. Now the interest income earned from the industries can be channelized for making 492 

the renewable energy solutions affordable to the poor households, in the form of subsidy. Now, 493 

in the second phase, the middle and high-income households will be provided with the solutions 494 

at a pro-rata rate, comparatively higher than the rate prescribed for the poor households. For 495 

them, the interest rate holiday can vary from one year to two years. One this phase-wise shift 496 

takes place, the loss of income from the households can be recovered from the interest income 497 

received from the industries. Therefore, the nation will not have to encounter a revenue deficit 498 

and consequential economic slowdown. 499 

While saying this, it is also needed to remember that the policymakers need to implement 500 

the renewable energy solution not only to cater to the excess energy demand but also to promote 501 

cleaner production processes and encounter environmental degradation. This is where the other 502 

side of the causal association comes into the picture. It has been seen that the second direction 503 

of causality run from CO2 to financial advancement and urbanization. The rapid increase in the 504 

CO2 emanations will have a negative impact on the hygienic state of the labor force, and it will, 505 

in turn, hamper the economic growth pattern. Once the growth pattern is hit, the flow of money 506 

will also be consequently hit, i.e., the financial advancement cycle will be hit. In order to have 507 

control over this probable situation, the banks and financial institutions should introduce 508 

discretionary credit mechanism, which will be solely dependent on the “dirtiness” of the 509 

organization. By this mechanism, a dirtier organization will be charged with more rate of 510 

interest, compared to a cleaner organization. This will give the industries an incentive to reduce 511 

their waste, and the financial institutions should also form a legislative body for monitoring the 512 

generation of waste and pollution of the organizations. In this way, financial advancement will 513 

discourage not only the usage of fossil fuel-based solution but also the green energy initiatives, 514 

which might bring forth more green jobs within the nation. Thereby, the living standard of the 515 

urban populace will improve. 516 

In order to facilitate this entire process, only the involvement of government or municipal 517 

bodies won’t suffice, as it requires generating awareness among the citizens regarding the 518 

environmental and health concerns of fossil fuel utilization and the benefits of renewable 519 

energy solutions. Therefore, the policymakers should focus on encouraging people-public-520 

private partnerships in increasing the level of environmental awareness among the citizens. 521 

This will help the policymakers to reach the grassroots level of implementation. In this course, 522 

the nation will be able to attain certain objectives of sustainable advancement goals (SDGs), 523 

namely (a) SDG 7: affordable and clean energy, (b) SDG 12: responsible utilization and 524 

production, (c) SDG 13: climate action, (d) SDG 11: sustainable cities and communities, and 525 

(e) SDG 8: decent work and economic growth. With the advent of renewable energy solutions 526 

and following a phase-wise implementation process, clean energy will be available to the 527 

citizens, and this will help in attaining the objective of SDG 7. Now, government enforcement 528 

of renewable energy implementation will entail the introduction of cleaner production 529 

processes across the industries, and the level of environmental awareness will help the citizens 530 

in identifying the ecologically sustainable utilization patterns. It will help the nation to achieve 531 

the objective of SDG 12. While both of these objectives are being fulfilled, the problem of 532 

environmental degradation will come down automatically, and thereby, accomplishing the 533 

objective of SDG 13. With renewable solutions and sufficient vocational opportunities in place, 534 

the cities will be sustaining on clean energy and well-knit communities, which might address 535 

the objective of SDG 11. Once all of these objectives are achieved, the nation can experience 536 

decent economic growth, thereby satisfying the objective of SDG 8. Lastly, in order to make 537 

the economic growth of a nation sustainable, the policymakers should focus on not only the 538 

mere physical capital behind the economic growth but also the human capital aspect, as human 539 

capital has the ability to transform the physical capital into economic benefits. 540 
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